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Project  
at a Glance 
As anyone who’s ever looked after a child can attest, establishing (and main-
taining) healthy sleep habits is an important but sometimes difficult thing to do. 
Sleep is vital to wellbeing, learning and memory as well as social and emotional 
regulation. As parents prepare to transition children to school, establishing 
healthy sleep habits is considered a priority protective factor.

Despite the importance of establishing healthy sleep habits for children, English-
speaking families residing in Quebec have limited access to linguistically and cul-
turally adapted resources to support them. This makes resource mobilization and 
partnership development among early childhood educators and health and social 
service providers key priorities for the English-speaking communities of Quebec.

My Goodnight Bag (GNB) is a project developed by LEARN in support of English-
speaking parents and children aged 3-5. The GNB project seeks to support 
English-speaking families by creating a context for cross-sector collaboration 
among educational, health and community-based stakeholder groups, while 
simultaneously providing families with access to high-quality resources that pro-
mote healthy sleep habits through the formation of bedtime routines.  

The GNB project was launched in 2019 with funding from the Community Health 
and Social Services Network (CHSSN) to support the mobilization of stakehold-
ers across sectors and to promote and enhance collaborative family and par-
ent engagement strategies in early childhood. Since its inception (and in spite 
of the COVID-19 pandemic), 718 bags have been distrib-
uted. Six English language school boards, 27 schools 
and 22  community-based health and social ser-
vices partners have participated in the project, 
resulting in new and strengthened collabora-
tions among education and health and social 
service providers working to support English-
speaking families. 
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Recipients of the bag also gain access to a range of digital resources about bed-
time routines and healthy sleep habits created by LEARN and hosted on good-
nightbag.learnquebec.ca. Digital resources include: 11 English language video 
capsules created in partnership with an early childhood education specialist and 
a clinical psychologist, a bedtime story by a Quebec based author (available in 
English and French)  and digital versions of the colouring book and routine chart. 

HOW DO BAGS CREATE  
A CONTEXT FOR COLLABORATION?  
To access the bags from LEARN at no cost, a school(s) and community-based 
organization(s) must work together to offer a workshop(s) about bedtime routines 
and healthy sleep habits for families with children aged 3 to 5.

MY GOODNIGHT BAG INCLUDES

My Goodnight Book
Pret pour le dodo^

“Sleep and healthy 
sleep routines have 

such a positive impact 
on the child….sharing 

this information 
[supports] the first 

transition to school and 
a positive start to their 

school journey.”
ANDREA SHATTLER,  

TRANSITION FACILITATOR, 
WQSB

 ģ A bilingual bedtime routine chart
 ģ A bilingual bedtime routine colouring book
 ģ Age-appropriate books donated by 
provincial partners (English and French)

 ģ A quality canvas bag
 ģ A stuffed animal (owl)
 ģ Additional items added by partnering  
organizations and donated by local businesses
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Planning sessions included an expanded focus on local assets and gaps in services 
in support of early childhood development. 

All practitioner participants gained access to digital resources (e.g., planning 
tools, informational powerpoints) through a password-protected section of the 
GNB website.

BRINGING TOGETHER KEY PLAYERS IN EDUCATION,  
HEALTH & SOCIAL SERVICES 
From within the English education sector, LEARN targeted the involvement of 
Community Development Agents (CDAs) from Quebec’s Community School (CLC) 
Network, Transition Facilitators and Preschool Consultants from the English lan-
guage school boards. LEARN additionally encouraged participation from, and 
collaboration with, community-based organizations participating in the CHSSN’s 
Networking and Partnership Initiative (NPI).

Evaluation Objectives

“I greatly appreciate 
the support provided 

by LEARN. The 
variety of resources 

and tools made 
available to deliver  

a session… has been 
incredibly helpful.”

JENNIFER MCNEIL, 
COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT 

AGENT, WQSB

14 
NETWORKING 

OPPORTUNITIES

48 
MEETINGS WITH 

PARTNERING 
ORGANIZATIONS

70 
COLLABORATIVE AND 

INDIVIDUAL PLANNING 
SESSIONS 

12 
TRAINING SESSIONS ABOUT 

HOW TO PROMOTE HEALTHY 
SLEEP HABITS 

To facilitate partnership development and project implementation, the LEARN team hosted:

Created a context for greater 
collaboration at the local level. 

Resulted in greater access to resources 
for English speaking families.

The objectives of this evaluation were to determine to what extent, and in what ways,  
My Goodnight Bag:

The findings included in this report are drawn from a survey and two focus group dis-
cussions conducted in December 2021, as well as project implementation data collected 
throughout the duration of the 3-year project. For more detail, please consult the sec-
tion entitled “Data Collection Process.”
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Project Results 
PARTICIPATION IN THE GNB PROJECT FROM 2019-21: 

“...it was important 
that the schools got to 
see our collaboration 
with LEARN, and the 

high caliber tools that 
were being provided 

to all parents…[it] 
helped us to earn a 
deeper respect and 
trust for any further 

collaboration…”

SHANNON DAY, PROGRAM 
AND ACTIVITY COORDINATOR, 

CASA, NEW CARLISLE, QC

schools and centres across 
6 school boards  (ESSB, ETSB, 

WQSB, SWLSB, RSB, LSB) 

Community 
Development 
Agents (CDAs)

school board 
professionals27

community-based 
organizations. 22

15 8

Survey Results
14 CDAs, five transition facilitators and/or preschool consultants and six representa-
tives from community based organizations participated in a survey about the project, 
representing a 74% response rate from lead project organizers.  Highlights from their 
responses are included below.

NURTURING COLLABORATION
 ģ 100% of CDAs said the project created an opportunity for them to strengthen 
their working relationship with local/regional health and social service pro-
viders.

 ģ 80% of Transition Facilitators & Preschool Consultants partnered with 2 to 5 
organizations

 ● For 80%, this represented at least one new partnership 
 ● 80% are now working with their CDAs and NPIs
 ● 50% of CDAs partnered with 3 or more organizations

 ģ 100% of community-based organizations agree that the partner-
ship(s) developed through GNB helped them to reach English- 
language school communities.

 ● 83% agree that the project helped them to develop a working relationship 
with the school board’s Transition Agent/Preschool Consultant and Com-
munity Development Agent(s) in CLC schools.

RESOURCES PROVIDED TO FAMILIES: 

workshops about healthy 
bedtime routines and 
healthy sleep habits

Goodnight  
Bags 35 718

See Appendix A for a detailed breakdown of Participant Demographics.

9 were  
NPIs
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EXPANDED REACH & RESOURCES 
 ģ 86% of CDAs said that GNB helped them to reach vulnerable families.

 ģ 79% of CDAs said that GNB resulted in partners pooling resources in ways that 
resulted in more robust offerings. 

 ģ 100% of CDAs agree that their work with local/regional partners on GNB 
positively influenced the development of English-language health and 
social services in their community. 

 ģ 80% of school board transition facilitators and preschool consultants agree that 
the GNB website helped them to provide families with free high-quality bedtime 
resources.

 ģ 60% of school board transition facilitators and preschool consultants said the GNB 
project helped them to incentivize schools to (re)establish an early childhood edu-
cation program.

 ģ 100% of community-based organizations agreed that GNB allowed them 
to offer (more) English-language resources to their community.

GNB RESULTS IN MORE RESOURCES & MORE JOINT INITIATIVES 
FOR ENGLISH SPEAKING FAMILIES
While the GNB brought some participating organizations together for the first time, 
their work together in support of families and children aged 3 to 5 is anticipated to con-
tinue.  79% of CDAs confirmed that collaboration initiated through the GNB project has 
been sustained through other Early Childhood Initiatives. For others, the GNB project 
reinforced existing relationships in meaningful ways:

“In planning for this initiative, 
we have discussed other 

potential projects that could 
benefit from collaboration… I 

will [now] be working with my 
NPI to support families with 

the transition to High School.”

JENNIFER MCNEIL, CDA, WQSB

The GNB project  “helped to strengthen 
relationships with partners, and made it 
easier to implement other programs in 

collaboration.”  

SIU-MIN JIM, CDA, ETSB

“This project sparked a conversation 
with Heritage College’s Early 

Childhood Education Department 
and we are currently partnering with 

them to implement play activities that 
promote parent-child engagement at 

school’s orientation events.”

ANDREA SHATTLER,  
TRANSITION FACILITATOR, WQSB 

“It helped solidify our 
partnership with Premiers 

Pas Champlain. Felt like we 
became colleagues.”

ANNIE BEAUREGARD, CDA, RSB
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Gaspé Coast
PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS:  
Committee for Anglophone Social Action (CASA), Eastern Shores School Board (ESSB), 
New Carlisle High School & Community Learning Centre (NCHS CLC).

The Eastern Shores School Board (ESSB) in the Gaspé covers a vast territory where 
people have to drive long distances for services. In fact, Shannon Day, the GNB project 
lead and Bright Beginnings coordinator at the Committee for Anglophone Social Action 
(CASA), spends a lot of time driving up and down the Gaspé coast for her work. Each time 
she visits a school, she drives an hour and a half each way.

For over ten years, CASA, the ESSB and its Community Learning Centres (CLCs), have 
worked individually and in tandem to establish English-language services and resources 
for English-speaking families with children aged 0-5. In 2016, Census Canada estimated 
that English speakers represent 10% of the population within the region, including a sig-
nificant English-speaking First Nations population, reflected in the high number of First 
Nations pre-kindergartners and students within the ESSB. Within the region, many 
mothers are often parenting alone because fathers must leave the area for employment 
and live elsewhere for long periods.  

CASA found the GNB project appealing because its design wasn’t intrusive or judgemental 
toward parents. Tammy Chatterton, a CDA with the New Carlisle Community Learning 
Centre (CLC), shared that “what’s nice about the GNB is that parents can easily adopt it. 
The delivery model had lots of flexibility too, was easy to use and wasn’t overwhelming….

MY GOODNIGHT BAG 
WORKSHOP, SEPT-ÎLES, QC, 
2019
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it was a perfect fit for us.” They also knew that parents were interested in the topic. Two 
years ago, CASA held a workshop on sleep habits that had a great response from the par-
ents who participated. In addition, the exceptionally high quality of the material included 
in the GNB for parents was particularly compelling.

ADAPTING THE MY GOODNIGHT BAG PROJECT
Originally, CASA had planned to offer the GNB project through their program for families 
with children 0-6 years old but due to COVID-19, they had to stop in-person activities and 
transitioned to online programming. As it turned out, offering their programs online was 
more inclusive since more families could participate, particularly as it eliminated the 
obstacle of traveling to CASA’s centre, which for some families was over an hour away. 
Shannon also reflected that “the parents were more trusting of us through this medium”. 
But she also cautioned that it takes a lot of upfront work in addition to the problem of 
unreliable internet.

CASA integrated the GNB project into their existing collaboration with five schools in 
the Eastern Shores School Board, including 2 schools serviced by the New Carlisle CLC. 
CASA has been collaborating with the school board’s early childhood consultant for over 
three years on the parent component of the Preschool Cycle program (also known as 
the “Volet Parents” or “Parent Volet”), which focuses on increasing the sense of attach-
ment of parent and child to school. Every month during the school year, CASA delivers 
educational kits to be distributed by teachers to pre-kindergartners to take home with 
them on the school bus. Healthy bedtime routines became one month’s theme and the 
Goodnight bags, developed and provided by LEARN, were distributed to each child.  

MY GOODNIGHT BAGS 
DISTRIBUTED THROUGH 
THE PRESCHOOL PROGRAM, 
BAIE-DES-CHALEURS, QC, 
2020-2021
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CASA discovered that the children were particularly fascinated by the tip sheet included 
in the bag as well as the stuffed animal.  Tammy commented that the reaction at the 
schools to the GNB project was enthusiastic, “the teachers really like it and the kinder-
garten teacher was really happy because the issue of sleep comes up often with parents 
and now she had something to offer them”.

GNB PROJECT STRENGTHENS RELATIONSHIPS & LEADS TO 
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR FAMILIES
CASA added magic markers to the bags and developed a series of short video capsules 
for parents about bedtime routines and healthy sleep habits. They also created private 
Facebook groups for parents of each of the five schools to keep in touch during the pan-
demic. CASA tracks exchanges closely and found that following the introduction of the 
GNB, exchanges among parents about sleep habits were quite lively. Shannon shared 
that “parents really got into the bedtime routine.” 

While CASA, the ESSB and New Carlisle CLC have a pre-existing relationship, Shannon 
recounted that it was “the first time we were around the table with partners work-
ing on such a fun and innovative project.” Their work together on the GNB project led to 
broader discussions about service and resource gaps for families and children. She also 
shared that CASA’s relationship with the early childhood consultant has been strength-
ened through the project. “The early childhood consultant was really happy that we were 
working with LEARN. It increased her confidence in CASA.” In addition, because the 
GNB material was of such a high quality, it increased CASA’s credibility with teachers and 
helped to “create excitement.

Similarly, CASA’s partnership with the CLC was also important to the initiative’s suc-
cess. Shannon explained that Tammy shared the resources and website with schools 
and teachers. “Tammy introduced us to the teachers and got us going with the project. 

MY GOODNIGHT BAG WORKSHOP, GASPÉSIE, QC, 2021
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Otherwise, CASA would have been on its own.’’ Likewise, Tammy shared that “the fact 
that [CASA’s] Bright Beginnings Program is already so well known really helped with inte-
grating the GNB project.” 

Finally, Shannon also mentioned that LEARN was really responsive and their input and 
sharing about other groups’ experiences implementing the GNB project was invaluable 
to implementing the project.

FUTURE PLANS
CASA continues its long-time close collaboration with the ESSB and New Carlisle CLC 
on “Volet Parents”, and plans to continue working with families to promote healthy sleep 
habits while making use of the resources provided by LEARN. If they relaunch the GNB 
project, they will source and produce the actual bags themselves since they were so 
critical to the success of the program.

Outaouais Region
PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS:  
Western Quebec School Board (WQSB), Connexions Resource Centre,  
Pierre Elliott Trudeau Elementary School & Community Learning Centre.

The Western Quebec School Board (WQSB) covers a large territory, with vastly different 
communities. With both rural and urban areas, and large socio-economic differences, 
family circumstances vary greatly. Pierre Elliott Trudeau Elementary School (PETES) 
situated in Hull, Quebec, is the English-language school in the area. The student popu-
lation is made up of more than fifty ethnic backgrounds from varying socio-economic 
contexts. PETES promotes health and wellness, and recognizes the importance of 
responding to the needs of the whole child.

Sarah Plourde, regional coordinator at Connexions Resource Centre (Connexions), 
cited findings from the regional portraits derived from the Enquête québécoise sur 
le développement des enfants à la maternelle (EQDEM) study. The portraits show that 
English-speaking 0-5 year-olds in the Outaouais are more vulnerable when entering 
school compared to those in other regions of Quebec and that a higher proportion of 
children in the Outaouais whose mother tongue is English are vulnerable in at least one 
area of development, compared with children in the Outaouais whose mother tongue is 
French and to Québec as a whole1. 

Transition Facilitators Jake Ahern-Davy and Andrea Shattler highlighted the impor-
tance of creating a safe and welcoming environment for families with children 
entering school for the first time, while providing quality resources to parents that 
respond to their varying needs. Starting school is a major milestone for children and 
families and Andrea shared that “parents are looking for these types of resources.” 
The GNB project aligned really well with ongoing efforts to further support the first 
school transition, and as Jennifer McNeil, the GNB project coordinator and CDA at 

In Collaboration With

TThhee  GGooooddnniigghhtt

Now Open for Registration

SSeerriieess

January 25 - 7:00 - 8:00 P.M.
Join us for an information session with Pam and Elisa,
Co-owners of Restful Parenting, on healthy sleep hygiene
and the importance of a bedtime routine. 

February 8 - 6:00- 7:00 P.M.
Come join us for a information session about creating
healthy bedtime routines and practices. This session will
include a fun activity with your child.

Join us for story time with Erin Millar, Librarian at
Hadley Junior High and Philemon Wright High School. 

March 10 - 7:00 - 8:00 P.M.

April 5 - 6:00 - 7:00 P.M.
Join us for a Yoga Session, led by Catherine Lesage,
Physical Education teacher at PETES.

May 3 - 6:00 - 7:00 P.M.
Join us with your child for Family Game
Night, animated by Anne Valcov, Early
Childhood Consultant at WQSB.

May 31 - 7:00 - 8:00 P.M.
Join in for a discussion - an opportunity
to share and ask questions about sleep
and healthy evening & bedtime routines.

Exploring Healthy Evening & Bedtime Routines

click here

WORKSHOP SERIES POSTER 
AND DREAM BUG ACTIVITY 
KIT, PIERRE ELLIOTT 
TRUDEAU ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL, QC, 2021

1.  Who Are Our 0-5 Year Olds? A Portrait of English-Speaking 0-5 Year Olds in the Outaouais Region, by Connexions 
Resource Centre, 2019, page 9. https://centreconnexions.org/report/
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Pierre Elliott Trudeau Elementary School (PETES) in Gatineau explained, “it can be 
tailored and adapted to our own circumstance and fits into how we work.” 

GNB PROJECT STRENGTHENS RELATIONSHIPS  
& LEADS TO ADDITIONAL RESOURCES FOR FAMILIES

While the WQSB’s partnership with Connexions Resource Centre dates back to 2011, joint 
efforts to support families and children aged 3-5 began in 2013-2014, with the provision 
of “transition kits” to children entering school. The GNB project became a springboard 
to address other topics in support of families and led to the development of an online 
series of six workshops promoting healthy evening routines, such as getting ready for 
bed, reading to your child and family game night. Two of the workshops focused on GNB 
resources specifically. 

Midway through the workshop series, word was spreading and organizers started get-
ting requests from parents and other schools. Parents of older children, first and second 
graders, were also making inquiries. “There are multiple benefits from the project and 
collaborations, with so many initiatives beyond the GNB project developing, particularly 
being able to reach the greater community” explains Jennifer. In addition to the appreci-
ation parents have expressed, she adds that “teachers feel like they are being supported 
by a team behind them.”

STORY TIME AND MY 
GOODNIGHT BAG 
DISTRIBUTION, ST-JOHN’S, 
QC, 2021
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Jennifer has also noticed benefits from holding the workshop series online. “In a sense, 
offering the project virtually creates a safe space.” There are many cameras off during 
the workshops but a surprising amount of exchange in the Zoom chat. It’s less intimidat-
ing for parents and they feel less vulnerable participating virtually; however, while offer-
ing workshops online appears to help service providers to reach families that are more 
vulnerable; the delivery mode also poses challenges. Some families don’t have technol-
ogy at home, others don’t have access to the internet or experience poor connections. 
In addition, since families are participating at home, they may not have all the supplies 
needed to participate in an activity, which isn’t an issue when activities are held in per-
son. To eliminate one such barrier, transition facilitators created “Dream Bug” kits that 
were given to students to take home. In the evening, children and their parents tuned in 
to an online workshop where they were led through the process of decorating a rock to 

keep them company at night. 

Other teachers and school board staff also got involved with the pro-
ject. The early childhood consultant led one of the six workshops 
about family game night and the importance of learning through play. 
A teacher from PETES, who is also a yoga instructor, facilitated the 
workshop on mindfulness. Kindergarten teachers mentioned that they 
found the workshops were helping to build capacity and engage par-
ents as partners in education as well. 

The principal of PETES helped secure additional financial resources 
for early childhood initiatives and encouraged more joint initiatives 
with community-based organizations reaching the English-speaking 
community of the Outaouais region and specialists in early childhood 
development. Project partners also emphasized that strengthened 
relationships within the school and school board are important results 
of the project. 

Work on the GNB project also surfaced new knowledge about the 
needs of students and their families which led to the development of 
a new initiative to support transitions from elementary to high school. 
Project partners shared that they have learned a lot about each other’s 
organizations through collaborating on the GNB project and that it 
had strengthened the relationship between the two organizations. 
Connexions gained a greater knowledge about the inner workings of 
the school board and its resources.

Participating in the GNB project helped strengthen the relationship 
between partners, and led to more opportunities to connect staff 
and parents, building and strengthening the relationship and creat-
ing a welcoming, inclusive and inviting atmosphere at school and in the 
community.

PARENT-CHILD BEDTIME 
ROUTINE WORKSHOP, 
LONGUEUIL, QC, 2021
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FUTURE PLANS

The WQSB has ambitious plans to expand its promotion of healthy sleep habits and bed-
time routines in the future. They are exploring ways to share information with more fam-
ilies though the school and in the community. They hope the project will eventually be 
offered through other community organizations that can reach vulnerable families who 
don’t necessarily access resources through the WQSB. Connexions will play an import-
ant role in reaching English-speaking families outside the WQSB during  the next phase 
of the project. 

Several new partnerships are being explored to build upon and expand the GNB project.  
A relationship with Heritage College, which offers an early childhood care education 
(ECCE) program, has been renewed and several joint initiatives are being discussed that 
will involve college students working on projects, activities and various initiatives for 
children in their early years and their families.

A new partnership has also developed with the Regional Association of West Quebecers 
(RAWQ). Connexions and RAWQ will be promoting the ECE program and resources to the 
broader English-speaking community. Since the workshop series is offered virtually, any 
family will be able to participate, or access the recordings online afterward, regardless of 
which school their child attends. Organizers have also developed a new partnership with 
a local dentist office who provided toothbrushes included in the Goodnight Bags. 

Finally, the project also led to a relationship with Naître et Grandir, an organization that 
produces resources to support parents with children 0-8 years old. Jennifer was grate-
ful to be able to include its magazines in the My Goodnight bags. “Their resources are of 
remarkable quality” and they are available, free of charge, to schools and community 
organizations to distribute to families. 

Jennifer also noted that project partners would like to create more Goodnight Bags by 
pooling locally-sourced products and materials as well as the materials developed by 
LEARN.
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SF
66.7%

ADS
18.5%

DES
14.8%

80%

12 responses
Participant Feedback

Virtual Workshop held December 1, 2021

RESULTS

19 Parents Attended Registrations by school
27 registered

Goodnight Bags
A parent-child activity

Comments: 

Partners:

100%
recommended

5 out of 5 satisfaction

"My daughter and I loved it! So did my students. They talked about it all day at
school the next day. The books were great and my daughter is insisting on using
the checklist each night. Thank you for a wonderful workshop."

"Merci de nous offrir des beaux moments privilégiés avec nos enfants par le biais
de ces ateliers! Les nouvelles idées sont toujours les bienvenues!"

Approx. value of partners'
contributions: $1,000

PARENT WORKSHOPS 
OFFERED TO FAMILIES IN 
ESTRIE, QC, 2019-2021
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The Future of the  
Goodnight Bag Project
Much like participating regional organizations, LEARN has strengthened its relation-
ships with provincial partners to ensure the continuation and expansion of the GNB pro-
ject. More specifically, LEARN and Canadian Parents for French (CPF) are collaborating 
on the next iteration of the Goodnight Bag, which will be available for purchase across 
Canada through CPF (at as low a cost as possible). CPF has committed to furthering the 
development of resources for families and to continue offering the bags through their 
national chapter to organizations and families across Canada. 

Frontier College has additionally established a process for schools and organizations 
to order books for free, in English and French, to complement existing Goodnight Bag 
materials and resources. 

Recommendations
Recommendations are based on survey feedback, focus group discussions and debrief 
discussions with participating school-community teams.

 ģ Promote and make GNB resources 
more widely available, particularly to 
schools that are not CLCs. 

 ģ Promote and make GNB resour-
ces more widely available to Eng-
lish-speaking families with children 
attending French schools.

 ģ Develop a mechanism that would allow 
partners to create their own version of 
the Bag and/or source the Bag and its 
items at a lower cost.

 ģ Promote and make available project 
adaptations, tools and materials 
developed by partners. For example, 
lessons learned by partners about 
delivering the project online, video 
clips created by partners, how social 
media was used to increase parent 
engagement, list of items added to the 
bags, such as coloured markers, etc. 

LEARN’s provincial project coordinator additionally recommends that CHSSN

 ģ Continue to partner with LEARN to further support school boards interested in 
implementing the GNB project across all schools within their territory: 

 ● Develop additional networking events;
 ● Identify key personnel that could facili-

tate coordination at local school sites 
in lieu of a CDA or Transition Facilitator;

 ● Identify funding streams that could be 
used to offset the cost of Goodnight 
bags;

 ● Continue to promote a collaborative 
planning process with network-based 
stakeholders from education, health 
and social services, and other com-
munity organizations interested in 
utilizing GNB resources in support of 
families and children aged 3-5.
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 ģ Highlight the GNB project opportunity and resources among:
 ● Early Childhood Tables across  

the province;
 ● The NPI network;

 ● Provincial leaders in Early Childhood, in-
cluding Agir tôt, Naître et grandir and the 
CPE network.

 ģ Provide additional funding to support the purchase or creation of Goodnight bags; 
the costs of the bag are an ongoing barrier to scaling the project across school board 
territories. 

 ģ Feature the GNB project, or associated resources, within ‘Bright Beginnings’ materials.

Data Collection Process
SURVEY
An online survey was created by LEARN, with input from the external evaluator. The survey 
included 11-15 multiple-choice questions (depending on the respondent’s role) and one open-
ended question. Respondents were enabled to comment on most questions.  The survey was 
not anonymous and required respondents to provide their name, role and organization. The 
survey link was distributed by LEARN to 34 individuals (community development agents, tran-
sition agents/facilitator, preschool consultants, and community partners).  The survey was 
open for four weeks, from December 10, 2021 to January 11, 2022, and received 25 responses, 
representing a response rate of 74%. The survey results were aggregated by LEARN due to 
resource and time constraints; however, the evaluator retained access to the raw data.

FOCUS GROUPS
Two 90-minute focus groups were conducted in December 2021 by the external evalu-
ator. The focus group question guide was developed by LEARN, who also recruited project 
partners to participate. Focus groups were held with those involved in the delivery of the 
My Goodnight Bag project at the Eastern Shores School Board in the Gaspé region and the 
Western Quebec School Board in the Outaouais region. The external evaluator created two 
vignettes summarizing what participants had to say. Focus group participants also com-
pleted the survey. 

PROJECT DATA COLLECTED DURING IMPLEMENTATION
LEARN’s project coordinator collected feedback from participants and maintained docu-
mentation regarding the development and implementation of local projects, including par-
ticipation and distribution rates.  

Project organizers also collected feedback from participants both formally and infor mally 
during the session or via their social media accounts. 

A debrief session with partnering groups was led by LEARN’s project coordinator after the 
completion of each My Goodnight Bag project whenever possible over the past three years.  
Debrief sessions explored what went well, what proved challenging, as well as feedback and 
recommendations to the LEARN team. Many of the recommendations from project partici-
pants were incorporated throughout the implementation phase and some are included in 
this report. 
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SCHOOL BOARD NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING 
SCHOOLS AND CENTRES

HEALTH AND SOCIAL 
SERVICES PARTNERS

SCHOOL BOARD 
PROFESSIONALS

NUMBER OF 
SESSIONS OFFERED

NUMBER OF KITS 
DISTRIBUTED TO 
FAMILIES

GASPÉSIE-ILES-DE-LA-MADELEINE / EASTERN SHORES SCHOOL BOARD (ESSB)

Eastern 
Shores School 
Board (ESSB)

GASPÉ TRI-SCHOOL CLC (1)
Gaspé Elementary School

NEW CARLISLE CLC &  
NEW RICHMOND CLC (5)

New Carlisle High School
New Richmond High School
Shigawake-Port Daniel School
Escuminac Intermediate School
The Anchor Adult & Vocational 
Education Centre

GROSSE ILE CLC (1)
Grosse-Île School

SEPT-ILES CLC (1)
Flemming Elementary School

Committee for 
Anglophone Social 
Action (CASA)
Family Ties
Vision Gaspe Perce 
Now (VGPN)
Council for 
Anglophone Magdalen 
Islanders (CAMI)
North Shore 
Community 
Association (NSCA)
Centre intégré de 
santé et de services 
sociaux de la Gaspésie 
(CISSS)

Transition Facilitator
Pedagogical 
Consultant

GASPE  
TRI-SCHOOL CLC  (2)
NEW CARLISLE  
CLC & NEW 
RICHMOND CLC  (6)
GROSSE ILE CLC  (1)
SEPT-ILES CLC  (1)

GASPE  
TRI-SCHOOL CLC  
(27)
NEW CARLISLE CLC 
& NEW RICHMOND 
CLC  (132)
GROSSE ILE CLC  (10)
SEPT-ILES CLC  (15) 

8 SCHOOLS 10 SESSIONS 184 KITS

ESTRIE / EASTERN TOWNSHIPS SCHOOL BOARD (ETSB)

Eastern 
Townships 
School Board 
(ETSB)
 

SUNNYSIDE CLC /  
MEMPHREMAGOG CLC  (2)

Princess Elizabeth Elementary
Sunnyside Elementary

BEDFORD & FARNHAM CLC 
RICHMOND  (2)

Butler Elementary
Farnham Elementary

DANVILLE & DRUMMONDVILLE 
AREA CLC  (3)

St-Francis Elementary School
Asbestos-Danville-Shipton 
Elementary School
Drummondville Elementary

EATON VALLEY CLC  (2)
Pope Memorial Elementary
Sawyerville Elementary

Lennoxville & District 
Women’s Centre
Townshippers 
Association
Yamaska Literacy
ValFamille
Maison de la famille 
Les Arbrisseaux

Transition Facilitator SESSIONS OFFERED 
TO ALL ETSB 
FAMILIES  (3)
DANVILLE & 
DRUMMONDVILLE 
AREA CLC  (2)
EATON VALLEY  
CLC  (1)

(Distributed 
among various 
schools over 3 
year project)

9 SCHOOLS 6 SESSIONS 201 KITS

OUTAOUAIS / WESTERN QUEBEC SCHOOL BOARD (WQSB)

Western 
Quebec 
School Board 
(WQSB)

PIERRE ELLIOTT TRUDEAU 
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL  (1)
SAINT JOHN’S ELEMENTARY CLC  (1)

Connexions Resource 
Centre
Heritage College
Regional Association 
of West Quebecers 
(RAWQ)
Maison des Jeunes
Dentist office
Sleep Consultants
Naître et Grandir

Transition Facilitator
Pedagogical 
Consultant
Librarian

PIERRE ELLIOTT 
TRUDEAU 
ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL  (6)
SAINT JOHN’S 
ELEMENTARY  
CLC  (1)

PIERRE ELLIOTT 
TRUDEAU 
ELEMENTARY 
SCHOOL  (80)
SAINT JOHN’S 
ELEMENTARY  
CLC  (12) 

2 SCHOOLS 7 SESSIONS 95 KITS

APPENDIX A: PARTICIPANT DEMOGRAPHICS
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SCHOOL BOARD NUMBER OF PARTICIPATING 
SCHOOLS AND CENTRES

HEALTH AND SOCIAL 
SERVICES PARTNERS

SCHOOL BOARD 
PROFESSIONALS

NUMBER OF 
SESSIONS OFFERED

NUMBER OF KITS 
DISTRIBUTED TO 
FAMILIES

LAURENTIDES / SIR WILFRID LAURIER SCHOOL BOARD (SWLSB) 

Sir Wilfred 
Laurier 
School Board 
(SWLSB)

LAURENTIAN CLC  (3)
Laurentian Elementary
Morin Heights Elementary
Grenville Elementary School

SAINTE AGATHE CLC  (2)
Sainte Agathe Academy
Arundel Elementary School

4 Korners Family 
Resource Centre

Transition Facilitator LAURENTIAN  
CLC  (2)
SAINTE AGATHE  
CLC  (1)

LAURENTIAN  
CLC  (70)
SAINTE AGATHE  
CLC  (65) 
SCHOOL BOARD  (1)

5 SCHOOLS 3 SESSIONS 136 KITS

BASSE-CÔTE-NORD / LITTORAL SCHOOL BOARD (LSB)

Littoral 
School Board 
(LSB)

1 SCHOOL

MECATINA CLC  (1) Coaster’s Association  
Show me the Way

 

1 SESSIONS 5 KITS 

MONTÉRÉGIE / RIVERSIDE SCHOOL BOARD (RSB) 

Riverside 
School Board 
(RSB)

2 SCHOOLS

SEAWAY CLC  (2)
St Mary’s Elementary School
Cedar Street School

Premiers Pas/Home 
Start Champlain

Transition Facilitator

8  SESSIONS  100 KITS

6 SCHOOL 
BOARD

27 SCHOOLS  22 HEALTH AND 
SOCIAL SERVICES 

PARTNERS

8 SCHOOL  
BOARD 

PROFESSIONALS

35 SESSIONS 718 KITS

*Health and social services partners in  bold are NPIs.
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